WE ARE HIRING! – Biomedical Engineering Student

CAPS Medical has created a highly selective and minimally invasive technology, able to treat a wide range of solid tumors without impacting surrounding tissue.

We are seeking a talented Biomedical Engineering Student with a focus on complex multidisciplinary devices, to join our development team. In this role you will take part in clinical product design life cycle, including the design of sterile product components to satisfy regulatory compliance, multi-disciplinary product Verification and Validation, and product transfer to production – definition, execution, configuration control, and documentation.

Requirements

- Biomedical/Biotechnology B.Sc. Student from the Technion/TAU/BGU – MUST
- Experience with verifications of medical devices – strong advantage
- Excellent technical writing skills (English and Hebrew)
- Responsible, hands-on skills
- The position is part-time, 2-3 days a week
- Location – Netanya

www.capsmedical.com  boris.k@capsmedical.com